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ABSTRACT 

To assure and certify the fulfillment of web accessibility guidelines (WCAG 1.0 &  2.0) and to guarantee accessibility to 

all disabled users, various accessibility evaluation methods have been proposed, basically classified in two types: 

qualitative methods (analytical and empirical) and quantitative methods (metric-based methods). As no method by itself 

is enough to guarantee full accessibility, many studies advice to combine these methods between each other in order to 

guarantee better results. Some recent studies present combined evaluation methods between qualitative methods only, 

thus leaving behind the great power of metrics that guarantee objective results and task diversity. To achieve this goal, 

the current paper proposes a systematic combined agile accessibility evaluation method based both on qualitative and 

quantitative evaluation methods. This proposal presents an evaluation methodology that combines between the essential 

analytical evaluation methods and the empirical user test methods. Finally, WAB metric (Web Accessibility Barrier) is 

included to summarize objectively the final results and amplify the use of this method to cover all types of evaluations 

tasks, like validating, certifying and comparing processes.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays the web is present in all fields of life, from access to information and service web pages to 

management of legal documents by means of electronic public administration (e-government).  

This makes that users will be a heterogeneous public, with different abilities and disabilities (visual, 

hearing, cognitive & motorize impairments). These characteristics represent a huge challenge if we hope to 

provide universal access to all possible users, specially if the intention is to fulfill web accessibility 

guidelines WCAG 1.0
1
 and WCAG 2.0

2
 (Web Content Accessibility Guidelines) of the WAI (Web 

Accessibility Initiative) or the other national and international guidelines and laws (Requisiti tecnici, 2005; 

Section 508, 2007; UE Commission, 2002) which regulate and protect the right of disabled users to access 

information. 

To assure  web accessibility, several studies have suggested numerous evaluation methods (Brajnik, 2006; 

Bühler, 2006; Vigo, 2007) as a means to verify, measure  and certify the fulfillment of the accessibility 

guidelines and therefore to supply full accessibility  to disabled  people. Currently, there are two types of 

evaluation methods: the qualitative methods (analytical and empirical) and the quantitative methods.  

The qualitative methods have been the most used until now, specially the analytical ones, which are 

characterized by their low cost and ease of use. Automatic evaluation tools such as ATRC,
3
 WAVE 4.0

4
, 

                                                 
1 Available at: http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG10/. 
2 Available at:  http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/. 
3 Web Accessibility Checker. Available at:  http://achecker.ca/checker/index.php.   

http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG10/
http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/


EvalAccess 2.0
5
, TAW 

6
 and Cynthia Says 

7
 have been the pioneers and the most well-known, due to its 

usability, ease of use and its quick results, although they are not the final and complete solution. The other 

analytical evaluation methods, which are based on the manual heuristic inspection of code, do not guarantee 

full accessibility (Brajnik, 2008); it depends largely on evaluators’ experience and the adopted guidelines. On 

the other hand empirical methods are generally more expensive, but more accurate, because they clearly 

show the most catastrophic accessibility faults. User test is the most reliable and complete one (Masri & 

Lujan, 2010a).  

The quantitative methods help to understand, control and improve the final product (Fenton & Pfleeger, 

1998), thus its main goal is to assure the quality results and monitor the accessibility level by establishing 

values and summarizing results. These methods and due to their nature aren’t sufficient enough to assess 

accessibility and evaluators can’t depend only on them.  

As consequence of the above-mentioned situation related to evaluation methods and because no method 

on its own would guarantee the detection of all accessibility barriers, some studies like (Lopez, 2010; 

Villegas, 2010), considering W3C and researchers recommendations, starts to apply in their evaluations 

process a combined evaluation method based completely on qualitative methods (analytical and empirical 

methods). These works ignored totally the inclusion of the important quantitative methods to their 

methodology.   

 Due to this situation, and addressing the growing need of providing combined evaluation methods, arises 

the idea to present both kind of methods in a clear documented evaluating methodology, with a clear user – 

centered orientation, specially that there is no homogeneous and unified practice in this field (Masri & Lujan, 

2010b), and those that already exist are not complete enough as to guarantee the coverage of all kinds of 

evaluations tasks from on side and does not provide a clear and objective results from other side. 

The methodology presented in this paper combines the essential analytical methods with the empirical 

user test method and concludes with the WAB metric (Web Accessibility Barrier) (Parmanto and Zeng, 2005) 

that summarize objectively the results; thus permitting the coverage of all evaluation tasks. 

2. ACCESIBILITY EVALUATION METHODS  

Qualitative methods include two essential types of evaluation methods: the analytical and the empirical ones. 

The analytical methods are: standard expert’s revisions (conformity revisions), the automatic tools and 

barrier walkthrough method. On the other hand, the empirical methods are: user tests, subjective revisions, 

screen techniques (Masri & Lujan, 2010a).  

As for the qualitative evaluation methods finality, they are used to undergo formative evaluations 

(identification of the list of problems) during the development phase; and summative evaluations (validation 

and comparison) in the final phase of the product and after the final users have used it. These methods 

estimate the accessibility of an interface so as to validate it. The results will always show the descriptions of 

the failure modes, defects or even solutions and recommendations for the developers.   

On the other hand, quantitative methods are: Failure Rate metric, WEBQEM (Web Quality Evaluation 

Metric), WAB metric (Web Accessibility Barrier), UWEM (Unified Web Evaluation Methodology), A3 

(Aggregation Metric), WAQM (Web Accessibility Quality Metric) and T1 metric. These methods helps 

evaluators to monitor and improve accessibility levels, also permits to summarize results objectively, their 

results can be used to compare quality among web pages, or to track quality improvement in the quality 

assurance process (Vigo et al, 2007; Freire, 2008; Sirithumgul, 2009). 

2.1. Comparison between web accessibility evaluation methods 

Evaluation methods whether qualitative (analytical & empirical) or quantitative have advantages and 

disadvantages when evaluating web accessibility.  

                                                                                                                                                    
4 WAVE 4.0 - Web accessibility evaluation tool. Available at: http://wave.webaim.org/.   

5
 EvalAccess 2.0 - Web service tool for evaluating web accessibility. Available at:  http://sipt07.si.ehu.es/evalaccess2/index.html.   

6 TAW - Web accessibility test. Available at: http://www.tawdis.net/.   
7 Cynthia Says evaluation tool. available at:  http://www.contentquality.com 

http://wave.webaim.org/
http://sipt07.si.ehu.es/evalaccess2/index.html
http://www.tawdis.net/
http://www.contentquality.com/


Analytical methods are characterized by their great capacity of identifying a wide range of diverse 

problems for diverse audiences, apart from their ability of marking the exact violations of the adopted 

guidelines. However, they are criticized for requiring skilful evaluators and for not distinguishing between 

the important from unimportant web accessibility problems (Brajnik, 2008). Analytical methods have also 

proved methodologically weakness when qualifying the gravity of identified problems (Petrie & Kheir, 

2007). A comparison between automatic tools also shows quite contradictory results (Thatcher et al, 2006; 

Diaz & Cachero, 2009). 

Empirical methods are more exact when qualifying a web site; they discover the more catastrophic 

accessibility mistakes in a real time, especially if they are applied in the correct context taking into account 

the specific characteristics of the web accessibility explained in (Masri and Lujan, 2010a). Many studies 

(Dey, 2004; DRC, 2004) have shown that empirical methods and specially user tests are the unique ones that 

detect and qualify the severity of the real mistakes faced by users. They have shown also that 45% of 

accessibility difficulties emerge with the application of user tests to disabled people after being evaluated 

with software and other methods. However, they are criticized for their elevate cost due to necessity for 

equipped labs and real users.   

On the other hand, the quantitative metrics are being used in large-scale evaluations processes; only the 

metric for WEBQEM did not.  WAB, UWEM, A3, WAQM and T1 metrics have shown a great correlation 

between their results (Freire, 2008; Sirithumgul, 2009), for that reason, it is not possible to state which metric 

could be more effective in general cases. Each metric may be more suitable for different projects, according 

to their needs. In this sense, in order to help the definition of good metrics, (Daskalantonakis, 1992) it is 

needed to identify important characteristics of useful software metrics. According to Daskalantonakis, 

software metrics must be: (1) simple to understand and precisely defined; (2) objective; (3) cost effective; 

and (4) informative (ensure that changes to metric values have meaningful interpretations). 

From all the above mentioned characteristics, we consider that a combined accessibility evaluation 

method must contain: (1) user test method (due to its reliability and effectiveness); (2) quantitative metric (to 

control and monitor accessibility results and cover all tasks types). Particularly, in our proposal, we consider 

that WAB metric presented by (Parmanto and Zeng, 2005) is the best metric that fits our approach due to its 

simplicity, objectivity and task coverage, beside, it has a fixed defined barrier weight that correspond to 

WCAG levels (A, AA & AAA).  Also, it is considered inclusive because it includes all user groups.  

3. THE COMBINED METHODOLOGY FOR EVALUATING WEB 

ACCESSIBILITY 

When we talk about accessibility evaluation, first of all, we must think directly what our principal objective 

is and what we know about it. When assessing accessibility, we can face three different situations;  the first 

is: evaluating a site during development in order to see if it fits all accessibility guidelines; the second is to 

validate or compare its compliance with accessibility guidelines after being adapted by developers and 

posterior to its launch; however, in the third situation, we don’t know anything about the site we want to 

evaluate and we are obliged to start from the initial steps to check the real state of the site, which means from 

the analytical evaluation methods.   

The first situation can be resolve by applying the common analytical automatic evaluation methods, while 

in the second case, it’s more complicated and the best practice is to apply an empirical evaluation test, while 

in the third situation, many evaluators lose time to determine how to assess it. So taking into consideration 

the three possible cases, we propose two steps for the three goals commonly or separately.  

 The analytical evaluation step 

 The empirical evaluation step  

3.1. The analytical evaluation step 

This step consists of two stages:  

 The pre analysis stage: illustrate a rapid and clear idea about the site that is going to verify.  



 The automatic evaluation stage: Helps the evaluator to have a complete idea about the site 

understudy and helps to determine whether the site is qualified to continue to the next step 

directly or not. 

3.1.1. Pre analysis stage 

This stage is composed of the following main activities: 

 Localize and verify the identity of the site under evaluation to make sure that’s the correct one 

 Compare the actual version of the site with oldest version using www.archive.org, thus 

avoiding unexpected mistakes and having an idea about the sites evolution. 

 Navigate the site in order to have a more complete idea about the used design. 

 Apply software tools like Web Developer Tool to revise HTML cleanliness and detect image 

volume used in the design. 

 Apply text and sound browsers like WebbIE and others to verify if information is accessible 

and equivalent to that provided by a graphical user interface browser.  

3.1.2. Automatic evaluation stage 

This stage is composed of the following main activities: 

 Validation of mark-up language using HTML Validation Service of W3C.  

 Validation of CSS style sheet using CSS validation service. 

 Automated Accessibility evaluation using TAW or other available automatic evaluator software.  

3.2. The empirical evaluation step  

Current legislations like (UE Commission, 2002; Section 508, 2007) establish priority/level AA as 

mandatory for all public and electronically products; so it was decided to consider two levels of test: 

1. Test of level 1. 

2. Test of level 2. 

Test level 1 has to do with the conformity degree A and AA, where the biggest users groups will access 

information without troubles. On the other hand, test level 2 is related to the conformity degree AAA that is a 

higher level of fulfillment in which all users groups will access without any kind of barriers. It is suggested 

doing the test in just one day in order to reduce costs and increase the test control and systematization.  

3.2.1. Users and Staff  

The following users and staff are involved in an empirical evaluation: 

 Users with different disabilities (Vision, hearing, motor & cognitive impairments), 6 are enough 

according to (Nielsen, 2000), 1 or 2 per each disability. Users must have some experience with 

internet and assistive tools. 

 Facilitator, one person is enough to explain users the sequence of steps. 

 Assistant or observer. An observer per disability is enough to guarantee the understanding and 

observation of the process.  

3.2.2. Room and equipment 

Se puede llevar a cabo en una oficina pequeña ó laboratorio con dos ordenadores preparado por cada 

discapacidad seleccionada.It can be carried out in a small office or laboratory supplied with two computers 

for each selected disability. The computer must have the specific devices and software for the disability in 

question, for example: voice browsers, screen readers, a screen magnifier program, Jaws program, 

Synthesizer + Tiflowin software, etc. For more information about devices and software see (Pernice & 

Nielsen, 2001). 

3.2.3. Test planning 

Test plan: Accessibility guidelines are prepared, classified and revised according to the test level (A & AA 

for test level 1 and AAA for test level 2). The web site must be studied to localize functionalities and the 

http://www.archive.org/


supposed potential barriers. For better results, it is advisable to assign tasks focusing on the fulfillment of the 

most essential functionalities with an implicit orientation towards each disability.   

Material Preparation: The preparation of all tasks to be developed is undergone based on the test planning. 

The obtained material must be attractive and not exhausting for the user, with questions that put the site 

accessibility at stake. For example: 

1. Browsing through the main menus, localizing the most attractive links (suggesting some of them 

and covering most of them). 

2. Following a link predetermined by the evaluator (image-link). 

3. In case there is a multimedia, asking for a summary of the multimedia subject. 

4. Locating some essentials functionality and ordering user to access through the keyboard. 

5. Filling up a form or sending a message through the page. 

6. In case the site has sale service or donations options, asking the user to select one product and 

proceed to the purchase. 

7. In case the site allows the formal step of legal documents, request the user to proceed to fill in the 

application form and document’s formalities. 

3.2.4. Required Tests 

Pilot Test:  It is performed to make sure that everything will turn out just as it has been planned and that the 

media work properly. The user does not have to be necessarily a disabled person. 

Final test: The test is performed by the selected users in a familiar environment, free of tension. Users are 

asked to use the protocol, think aloud. 

3.2.5. Qualification Methodology 

A proposal of this property should be done through an approach of observation on one hand and a metric that 

establishes a value and summarizes the results on the other hand.  The analysis system must be as it follows: 

 User’s interview: The interview results are compared with the corresponding observer’s notes.  

 Recording analysis: The recording is analyzed in order to find errors omitted by the observers. 

 Data analysis: Errors found are analyzed and classified, taking into account the priorities and its 

corresponding checklists.  

 Conclusion: A final report on the data analysis results is drawn up 

 Evaluations Metric: The evaluation metric criteria come to be the test barometer (measure) that 

allows providing a concrete result. The formula results as it follows (Parmanto and Zeng, 2005): 

WAB =   
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  Where, 

 

      Represents the real errors and barriers in a priority 

Represents the potential barriers of each page in such priority  

Represents the gravity of the real error inverse to each priority (1-2-3) 

Represents the number of pages of the whole site 

 

This metric will be applied to the final report of the concluded data analysis results, it is considered best 

result those that is close or equal to 0.  

4. CONCLUSION 

The proposed combined method is clearly exposed step by step as a clear guide for web accessibility 

evaluations, the methodology ends with a clear and objective qualification method based in WAB score 

weighted metric formula that resume and validate the obtained results. This methodology characterized by its 

systematic and objective results with a user centered evaluation focus; it is systematic because all of its steps 

are developed formally and under observation, and considered objective because it resumes the results by 

mean of an evaluation metric and not subjectively with human opinion.  The next step of our research will be 
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the application of this method to evaluate different Spanish public and commercial websites, thus improving 

improper derived mistakes and including more user experience to this combined evaluation solution. 
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